Chev s 10 pickup

The Chevrolet S is a compact pickup truck that was produced by Chevrolet. It was the first
domestically built compact pickup of the big three American automakers. When it was first
introduced as a "quarter-ton pickup" in for the model year, the GMC version was known as the S
and later renamed the GMC Sonoma. A high-performance version was released in and given the
name of GMC Syclone. The pickup was also sold by Isuzu as the Hombre from through , but
only in North America. An electric version was leased as a fleet vehicle in and Together, these
pickups are often referred to as the S-series. The S-Series ended production in Brazil in , being
replaced by the Chevrolet Colorado , but still with the name S However, the Arab oil embargo
forced GM to consider designing a domestically produced compact pickup truck. The first
S-series pickups were introduced in for the model year. The base engine manufactured in Japan
and imported was a 1. The Chevrolet and GMC models were identical apart from the grille,
tailgate and assorted insignia. An extended cab called the "Club Coupe" and "Insta-Trac"
four-wheel drive were added the next year along with two new engines - a 2. The sport utility S
Blazer and S Jimmy debuted for ; GM was the first to introduce the compact sport utility,
followed by Ford and then Jeep in Following the popularity of the Jeep Cherokee , 4-door SUV
variants were introduced in March as models alongside the badge-engineered Oldsmobile
Bravada. New heavy-duty and off-road suspensions appeared in along with a hydraulic clutch,
while the big news for was the discontinuation of the Cavalier 's 2. The OHV-derived 2. A
much-welcomed 4. The GMC Syclone also appeared that year. The Sonoma GT bowed in Added
to this was the 4. This generation's last year was The S Baja is an optional appearance package
that was put on any four-wheel drive S regular-cab with short-box, regular-cab with long box
and extended-cab with short box from to Extra cost Baja options included a cargo-net end-gate,
aluminum "Outlaw" wheels and a special box-mounted spare tire carrier with aluminum wheel.
In , two-tone paint schemes were available, as well as additional exterior features such as a
wraparound front bumper with fog lamps, lower body ground-effects moldings and wheel flares,
a flush-fitting tailgate valance, rear roll pan state laws permitting , and "Cameo" lettering on the
doors and tailgate. Debuting in , the GMC Sonoma GT was a performance package available on
the two-wheel drive regular cab short bed Sonoma and was offered as an alternative lower
priced version of its predecessor, the Syclone. The Sonoma GT was powered by an enhanced
Vortec non turbocharged 4. Because the Sonoma GT wasn't built as a track oriented speed
demon like the Syclone, it still retained its payload capacity and towing ratings meaning that
you could still use it like a pickup truck if you so desired. While sharing the same front and rear
bumper as the Syclone and future GMC Typhoon , the aero package did not have as much of an
aggressive look as the Syclone but still featured bumperettes, lower door skirts, and rear
quarter bed corners to round out the cladding package. GMC also decided to follow through
with the Syclone theme into the interior which featured the same black and red piping door
inserts and bucket seats â€” sans any headrest logo the Syclone featured embroidered
headrest logos , along with the same center console and shifter as seen in the Syclone. The
gauge cluster was also the same setup, however due to the non turbo-charged powerplant of
the Sonoma GT, the boost gauge is not included in the RPM cluster. Only Sonoma GTs were
ever produced in a variety of colors such as the standard monochromatic black, apple red,
white, aspen blue, teal, and forest green. Some and Sonomas came with a factory equipped L35
W-code engine. For no specialty labeling or limited edition tags were known to be used with the
W-code engine. Production totals for these vehicles are unknown. The Syclone was a high
performance package for the model year. It came with all-wheel drive, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes,
a 4. Production was limited to just units. The second-generation trucks arrived for the model
year. All of the special models the Syclone, Typhoon, and Sonoma GT were discontinued, but
the changes to the pickup brought it in line with its major competitor the Ford Ranger. The Iron
Duke 4-cylinder and 2. In compliance with the Clean Air Act , all second generation Ss and
Sonomas equipped with air conditioning used CFC-free Ra refrigerant beginning in the model
year. The all new S didn't offer any airbag, presumably as a temporary measure to economize
the introduction of the new body styles, as well as to gradually phase out steering wheel
designs that didn't accommodate for airbags, though the vehicle itself was slated for airbag
capability. Many of the chassis components were the same as the first generation the control
arms between the first and second generation were the same, originally sourced from GM's
G-body platform , along with the steering knuckle, leaf springs, and differential assembly but
suspension and axles were greatly enhanced. Sport utility models Blazer, Jimmy, Bravada came
with thicker front and rear sway bars. Generally, for the two-wheel drive trucks, the 8. This was
also the year that GM introduced the ZR2 off-road package. For , a driver's side air bag was
added as well as daytime running lights. In the 4. In , the exterior, interior, [5] brakes, and 2. The
SS package was replaced by the "Xtreme" package. In , a crew cab option was added and was
only available with four-wheel drive and an automatic transmission. For the model year, the

regular and extended cab models were discontinued; only the crew cab model was retained.
Base two-wheel drive models came with 15 x 6. On the exterior, the front fascia was redesigned,
and new wheel designs were added. The interior received a full redesign, with "TheftLock"
anti-theft functionality for most radios, improved audio systems including newly-designed
radios , new interior front door panels, an optional combination cassette and CD player radio,
redesigned keyless entry remotes, a new steering wheel, dual airbags , a new instrument cluster
with digital odometer and gear shift indicator for automatic transmission-equipped models, and
new seat fabrics. Leather-trimmed seating surfaces were also introduced for the Crew Cab for
the first time for the model year. Fewer than 3, SSs were produced yearly on average. The SS
was discontinued in and was replaced by the S Xtreme for the model year. The SS included a
limited slip differential, lowered suspension starting with the model year , cosmetic changes
such as a different grille, body-colored bumpers, inch wheels available from to , similar in
design to the and Camaro Z28 with Chevrolet "bowtie" logo center caps , and other minor
cosmetic differences. All SS versions were regular cabs, Xtremes were available with the "third
door" extended cab. A step-side version was available from to and until on the Xtreme. The ZR2
package was an off-road package available for the second generation S In , Isuzu replaced its
P'up with a version of the Louisiana-built Chevrolet S, the Isuzu Hombre , based on the Brazilian
market S the front grille and fenders are based on the Brazilian S along with the truck bed
sheetmetal. The Hombre differed from its GM siblings mostly in the front sheetmetal, with
different lights, grille, front bumper and front fenders, which were more flared out. The rear
quarter panels were also different, as they had a slight flare over the wheel well to match the
front fenders. The Hombre had a much smaller range of equipment options compared to the S
and Sonoma; a Spacecab extended cab, V6 engine and four-wheel drive were added for and
available until Two trim levels were offered: the base S and the uplevel XS. Hombres were also
available with the S's aluminum wheels with Isuzu center caps. Slow sales resulted in
production ending in It would be another six years before Isuzu re-entered the pick-up market
with the i-Series , which formed the basis for the S's successor, the Colorado. Although the
North American version of the S-series was discontinued in , the second generation S was still
being built in Brazil until , when it was replaced by a Brazilian-built version of the Chevrolet
Colorado called the S In Brazil, until , the third generation S offered a 2. Also, for the first time in
Brazil, Chevrolet offered the flex-fuel S with four-wheel drive. For the model, the S received a
facelift and the flex-fuel 2. For , the flex-fuel S now offers an automatic transmission, currently
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easiest car buying experience ever. Julia is amazing and kept in contact with us through the
entire process. They are very professional ,yet very personable at the same time. They fixed
several items even before we took possession of the car. Highly recommend checking them out.
Great experience. Mike was awesome and very personable, he made the car buying experience

enjoyable. He is very honest and will make sure you are satisfied with your purchase. Great guy!
Returned my inquiry the next day, He answered my questions as well as anybody could. He was
straight forward in his views, offered to help in anyway to make my decision easier. A cool
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